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A note on rice cultivation in Mesopotamia and Susiana — In a recent sur-

vey of ancient Mesopotamian cultigens W. van Zeist dated the beginnings of

rice cultivation in the Tigris-Euphrates valley to the 1st century B.C. 1.

Although in doing so van Zeist cited no sources, it is probable that he was

relying on the testimony of Strabo (see below). This note is intended simply to

provide a more accurate historical foundation, however modest, for a renewed

discussion of rice in the ancient Near East.

With but few exceptions 2 the subject of rice in the ancient Near East

has not attracted much attention, yet it is obvious that an accurate understan-

ding of the spatial and chronological distribution of rice is important for the

study of Mesopotamian agriculture in later antiquity. Rice cultivation in sou-

theast Asia is attested as early as c. 5000-4500 B.C. at Non Nok Tha in

Thailand 3; 4000 B.C. at Ch'ing-lien-kang, near Shanghai 4; and perhaps by

2300 B.C. at Lothal in western India 5. Regardless of whether there were one or

more original hearths of rice domestication in east Asia, a sloping chronology

seems apparent in the history of rice utilization as we move from southeast

Asia, where rice appears earliest, towards India. This chronological slope

continues as we move further west, for we find no evidence of rice in greater

Mesopotamia until the 1st millennium B.C. The earliest archaeologically

attested rice in the region appears to be «a single charred grain of rice… found

in a pit datable to period III∞ at Hasanlu 6. No further information is available

on the precise date of this pit, nor do we know whether the rice was wild or

domesticated. Period III is currently dated by the excavator to c. 750-590 B.C. 7

Neo-Assyrian lexical sources may, according to R. Campbell

Thompson and C. Rabin 8, contain references to rice, if the identification of

Akk. kurangu 9 with rice is correct. The term also appears in at least one letter

from Nimrud 10. The scarcity of references to kurangu, however, suggests that

rice (if this is indeed rice) was not extensively cultivated in the Neo-Assyrian

period 11, and C. Rabin is of the opinion that rice was employed at this time in



medical prescriptions12, rather than as a staple. Perhaps, like cotton13 and the

wood known in Akk. as sindû14, rice was one of the exotic plants introduced by

the Neo-Assyrian rulers from India without, however, gaining any real econo-

mic importance until later in Mesopotamian history.

Evidence for rice utilization in Mesopotamia proper during the

Achaemenid period is lacking, but it was certainly cultivated in Susiana by the

late 4th century B.C. Diodorus (XIX. 13. 6) preserves a precise account of the

conflict between Eumenes of Cardia, the head of Alexander's secretariat, and

Seleucus, in 318/317 B.C. A complete lack of grain in Susiana made it neces-

sary for Eumenes to give his troops there rice, sesame and dates «which the

region produced in abundance∞. This makes it not unlikely, but certainly does

not prove, that rice was also cultivated in Mesopotamia by this date. C. Rabin

is wrong, however, when he claims, citing Strabo (XV.1.18) that «already

during Alexander's campaigns Aristobulos saw rice growing in Babylonia∞. In

fact, as a more careful reading of Strabo reveals, Aristobulus saw rice growing

while he was camped with Nearchus «near the Acesines River∞ in India 15.

After describing this rice, following Aristobulus' account, Strabo goes on to

say «and rice grows also in Bactriana and Babylonia and Susis, as also in

Lower Syria∞, but it is not clear whether this piece of information comes from

Aristobulus, and dates therefore to the late 4th century B.C. 16, or whether it is

an interpolation on Strabo's own part, reflecting conditions in the 1st century

B.C.
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